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Because your scriber is hand ground,
there may be some variation in the
width of cut from one end to the
other. If there is a variation, we
suggest you mark one end with a dot
of paint so you'll know which end is
which.
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Hold the scriber like a pencil and
practice on the enclosed plastic until
you become accustomed to the
correct amount of pressure to use
and the angle at which to hold the
scriber. In most cases, only light
pressure is required. For a deeper or
wider line, try more pressure.
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To scribe a straight line on flat
surfaces, use a straight edge or ruler.
To scribe a straight line on curved
surfaces, use plastic label embossing
tapes sold in hardware stores. Our
plastic masking tape #60726 can
also be used, but there is more
chance of side pressure causing the
tape to move.
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